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Abstract
In this paper, we provide the first scalable privacy-preserving authentication protocol for VANETs without participation of the nearby RSU.
Existing authentication methods for VANETs require the participation of
the nearby RSUs. So, bottleneck problem can be occurred as increasing
the number of vehicles. Also, the time delay to authenticate the nearby
vehicle will increase. In order to minimize the participation of the nearby
RSU, we propose a verification of the authenticated vehicle, which only requires two modular exponentiations. Our verification methods uses homomorphic encryption algorithm and keyword searching on encrypted data
algorithm as cryptographic tools. Through this verification, the vehicle
i can verify whether the nearby vehicle j is authenticated by the nearby
RSU. As a result, our solution overcomes the inefficiency and bottleneck
problem of previous approaches. Our construction of privacy-preserving
authentication for VANETs provides better transmission delay between
nearby RSU and vehicle.
Keywords : authentication, privacy-preserving, vehicular communication, VANET
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Introduction

A Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork (VANET) is a type of Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork
(MANET) that is used to provide communications among the nearby vehicles,
and between vehicles and fixed infrastructure on the roadside. VANET allows
a driver in the vehicle to collect dynamic traffic information and sense various
physical conditions related to traffic distribution with very low cost and high
accuracy. Since VANET has a great potential to revolutionize driving environment and will undoubtedly play an important role in the future transportation
system [1], we should address security and privacy problems in the VANET.
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We can classify the communications in VANET into Vehicle-TO-Vehicle
(V2V) and Vehicle-TO-Infrastructure (V2I). V2V indicates the communications
between On-Board Units (OBUs) in vehicles while Vehicle-TO-Infrastructure
(V2I) denotes the communications between OBUs and Road-Side Units (RSUs),
which is fixed equipment on the road. Through V2I communication, the driver
in a vehicle can identify the road condition, the road traffic, and the estimated
time to the destination. Since the nearby vehicles can propagate the emergency
warning message to the driver’s vehicle by V2V, 60% roadway collisions can be
avoided [9].
Figure 1 shows the typical system architecture consisting of vehicle, RSU,
and Certificate Authority (CA). The vehicle A communicates with the CA
through the nearby RSU. The RSU gathers the communication messages within
its communication range and forwards them to the CA. To support sufficient
bandwidth, the RSU should have wireless communication capability such as
3GPP. In addition, the RSU has the permanent power supply in order to satisfy
scalability and easy maintenance. Because the battery-powered RSU may not
available in case of emergency due to the numerous accesses of the nearby vehicles. Also, frequent battery replacement causes more maintenance cost. That’s
why the RSU has the permanent power supply. The CA, believed to be trusted
third party.
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Figure 1: System architecture

To provide the privacy of the drivers in VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc Network), various anonymous authentication protocols [2, 3, 4] have been proposed.
However, these protocols can allow the target vehicle to communicate with the
nearby vehicles through the trusted authority. As the number of the vehicles in
certain location area increases, these protocol may suffer the bottleneck problem
in the nearby RSUs. For instance, during lunar holidays in Asian countries, as
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the Asian people visit their hometown using public transportation (i.e., car and
train), the traffic on highways is heavy. Due to the number of vehicles in the
certain area, the nearby RSUs cannot support the numerous number of authentication requests. Also, the time delay to authenticate the nearby vehicle will
increase.
Recently there are several approaches which solve the security weakness in
ad-hoc networks and heterogeneous wireless sensor networks [5, 6, 7]. But these
results cannot be applied to VANET in direct.
Our contribution
In this paper, we propose a scalable privacy-preserving authentication protocol
for secure vehicular communications. Through the verification of the service
subscribers, the proposed authentication protocol allows the vehicle A to authenticate itself to the nearby vehicles without any participation of the nearby
RSU. If the vehicle A has authenticated with the nearby RSU, the vehicle can
obtain the token, authenticating the vehicle to the nearby vehicles, from the CA.
The verification of the service subscribers enable the nearby vehicles to verify
whether the vehicle A has valid token or not. Therefore, the nearby vehicles
can check whether the vehicle A has authenticated with the nearby RSU or not.
Compared to the previous approaches [3, 4], the proposed protocol reduces computational overhead in V2V authentication process in order to support better
scalability.
Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: A brief survey on the related
work is conducted in Section 2, and our proposed scheme is presented in detail
in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes the security and performance of our scheme and
gives a comparison with previous work. Finally, we summarize and conclude our
paper in Section 5.
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Related work

In this section, we give some preliminaries of our work. At first, we summarize
previous work for authentication in VANETs. We also give a brief introduction
of cryptographic tools which are used in our scheme, BGN encryption and a
keyword search on encrypted data.

2.1

Privacy-preserving authentication protocols for VANETs

Lin et al. [2] proposed a secure and privacy-preserving protocol for vehicular communications, called GSIS which is based on group signature [10] and
identity-based signature [11]. While guaranteeing anonymity, confidentiality,
and other security primitives, the GSIS can provide traceability of each vehicle.
Only if any dispute happens, the identity of the message sender will reveal. In
order to provide V2V communication between the vehicle A and nearby vehicles,
the GSIS employs the group signature. The identity-based signature scheme is
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used to sign each message sent by each RSU for ensuring its authenticity. However, when the adversary compromises many of the RSUs, the adversary can
track any movement of the target vehicle.
Lu et al. [3] proposed an efficient conditional privacy preservation protocol
for secure vehicular communications, called ECPP, which issues on-the-fly shorttime anonymous certificate to vehicles by using a group signature scheme. Since
RSUs can check the validity of the requesting vehicle during the short-time
anonymous certificate generation phase, such revocation check by vehicle itself of
GSIS is not required. Therefore message verification is more efficient that GSIS.
The ECPP provides authentication, anonymity, unlinkability and traceability
under the strong assumption that most RSUs will not disclose any internal
information without the authorization of the trusted authority. However, due
to a large number of RSUs, cost considerations prevent the RSUs from having
sufficient protection facilities against malicious attacks. Therefore, it is possible
for an attacker to access RSUs and disclose the information in the RSUs. When
multiple RSUs are compromised, an attacker can trace the movement of a vehicle
by using the information stored in the compromised RSUs, because each RSU
stores unchanged pseudonyms for OBUs in ECPP. As a result, ECPP does not
provide unlinkability when some RSUs are compromised.
In 2009, Yim et al. [4] proposed a anonymous authentication scheme in
VANETs. The proposed scheme guaranteed authentication, anonymity, unlinkability, and traceability simultaneously. The unlinkability which enables privacy
preservation and the traceability which enables conditional tracking are contradictory. Yim et al.’s protocol utilize the traceable ring signature scheme with
the k-times anonymous authentication scheme to address the contradictory requirements. In addition, the proposed scheme has three advantages compared
with other previous works. First, the scheme does not have revocation list update process in authentication process. Second, the scheme always provides
unlinkability although multiple RSUs are compromised. Finally, the scheme
requires only one authentication process for mutual authentication when the
vehicle communicate with the same RSU, because proposed scheme has key
agreement functionality that makes secure channel to communicate. These advantages make Yim et al.’s scheme efficient in large-scale and busy networks like
VANETs.

2.2

BGN encryption

In 2005, Boneh et al. proposed a new homomorphic encryption scheme supporting unlimited modular additions and one modular exponentiation on encrypted
data. The proposed encryption scheme enables one entity to evaluate the encrypted data without revealing the content of encrypted data. We review the
BGN encryption scheme in brief.
In BGN encryption, all operations are done on two cyclic groups G and G1
with the same order n = q1 q2 , where q1 and q2 are two large prime numbers.
The public key P KBGN is g and h = g µq2 under the group G, where g is
random generator and µ is a random integer in the group G. The encryption
of mi , mi + mj , and mi mj can be computed as g mi hri , g mi hri g mj hrj , and
e(g mi hri , g mj hrj ) where T is a non-zero random number less than q2 , mi ∈ ZT
be ith message, ri is ith random number, and e is a bilinear mapping from
G×G to G1 , respectively. The expected decryption time using Pollard’s lambda
4

Table 1: Notations
CA / RSU / V
Credential / IDA / n
CertA / V SS
MT
P KA / SKA
P KBGN
S
SID

SKBGN
i
, i = 0, 1, · · ·
C i or CA
i
i
j or jA , i = 1, 2, · · ·
KA,B
E{m, KA }

E[m, P KA ] or D[m, SKA ]
E[m, P KBGN , G]

H(m)
i
Ri or RA
, i = 1, 2, · · ·

Certificate Authority / Road-Side Unit / Vehicle
A ticket for entity authentication / An identifier
of entity A / A user’s access frequency
A certificate that binds entity A with A’s public
key / Verification of the service subscriber
A ticket for VSS which indicates subscribers of
the target SP
A public key of entity A / A private key of entity
A
A public key under BGN encryption scheme [13]
owned by AS
A set of selected numbers where | S | ≥ 2n
A service type identifier describes a selected subset of the available service pool and includes an
polynomial identifier for membership test
A private key under BGN encryption scheme [13],
which is owned by AS and distributed to DS for
membership test
A series of authorized credentials by entity A
A series of a user’s number selections by entity A
Shared secret key between entities A and B
A message m is encrypted by a symmetric key
KA
A message m is encrypted by an entity A’s public
key or signed by an entity A’s private key
A message m is encrypted by the public key
P KBGN on cyclic group G and the ciphertext is
gm
A hash value of message m using SHA-1 or other
cryptographic strong hash functions
A series of nonces generated by entity A where
| Ri |≥ 64-bit.

p
method is Õ( | T |) although the authentication server has the private key,
SKBGN = q1 .

3

Our protocol

In this section, we explain our protocol consisting of vehicle registration, V2I
authentication, and V2V authentication in detail. In order to reduce the computational overhead in V2I authentication and V2V authentication, we proposed
the verification of the authenticated vehicle. This idea is based on the following fact: When the vehicle A has authenticated itself with the CA, the vehicle
and CA can share the secret information. Hence, the nearby vehicles can verify
whether the vehicle A has been authenticated with the base station or not.
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V

CA

1. Compute C 0 , CT , and MT
C 0 = H ( IDV || n || R′ || D [ IDV || n || R′, SKV ])
CT = E [ R′′, PK CA ] × C 0
0
MT = E [i + r , PK BGN , G1 ] || E ( IDV ) , PK BGN , G  ||


p −1
p
⋯ || E ( IDV ) , PK BGN , G  || E ( IDV ) , PK BGN , G1 





E {K S || IDV , PKCA } || E [ IDV || CV || CertV || SID || MT , K S ]

2. Verify CertV with PK CA
3. Perform VSS
4. Sign on CV : CSigned = D [CV , SKCA ]
= R "× D C 0 , SKCA 
E { IDV || IDCA || CSigned || SID, K S }

5. Verify IDV and IDCA
6. Compute CSigned / R " and obtain a
valid signature pair C 0 ,D C 0 , SK CA 

(

)

Figure 2: Vehicle registration

Before describing our protocol, we summarize our notations used throughout
this paper in Table 1.
We assume that a driver can control the source addresses of the outgoing
Medium Access Control (MAC) frames since this assumption is a prerequisite
for anonymous communications. A detailed method for this modification is
covered by Gruteser et al. [15]. The CA issues SID, a polynomial f (x) with
degree p, access key aki , E[i + r, P KBGN , G1 ], and IDi to a driver i. Using
the received information, the driver i can generate his/her M T . The CA stores
the coefficients of the given polynomial f (x), (i.e., a0 , · · ·, ap ), in its database
after encrypting the coefficients using BGN encryption [13]. The administrator
in the CA cannot obtain any relationship between the authorized credential and
driver A. That’s why the CA encrypts the coefficients of the given polynomial
f (x). Finally, P KCA , IDCA , P KBGN , and SKBGN are assumed to be known
to all entities.

3.1

Verification of the authenticated vehicle

Using the idea used in keyword search on encrypted data, we can preserve the
privacy of the driver A while allowing the driver B to authenticate the driver
A without any help of the nearby RSUs. Since the driver A should submit the
proper trapdoor with the encrypted identifier, the verifier (i.e., RSUs or CA)
can compare the computation result with the verification value. If the result
is the same as the verification value, the verifier believes that the end-user has
proper access permission on the service. Note that anyone can take a role of the
verifier in keyword search on the encrypted data if the entity knows the stored
vale and P KBGN . Using this novel property, we can allow B can authenticate
the other driver A without communicating with the nearby RSUs. However,
in the existing approach by Kim et al., the verifier requires (p + 1) pairing
6

operations where p is the number of the service subscribers. As the number of
the nearby vehicle increase, the verification time will be increased.
3.1.1

Authorized token Generation phase

To address the above problem, we employ the following approach. When the
nearby RSU receives the authentication request of a driver A, the RSU forwards
the request and RRSU to the CA. If the driver is a legitimate entity, having
proper access permission on the service, the CA issues the verification value
E[γ, P KBGN , G] and trapdoor E[RRSU + β, P KBGN , G] to the vehicle. Note
that γ = β + RRSU . The verification value and trapdoor are encrypted by
P KBGN so that only the CA knows the exact value. By sending E[−RRSU +
β, P KBGN , G], the driver can authenticate himself/herself to the other drivers.
3.1.2

Verification phase

If the other drivers have been authenticated with the nearby RSU, they should
have E[γ, P KBGN , G]. Using the received information, RRSU and β, the other
drivers can verify whether the drive A has been authenticated by the nearby
RSU.
Then, the nearby vehicles performs the following steps:
1. Set V to E[−RRSU + β, P KBGN , G].
2. If V SKBGN = (E[γ, P KBGN , G])SKBGN , return TRUE.
3. Return FALSE.
According to the property of BGN encryption, V is the same as g −RRSU +β hr1
= g −RRSU +β+µq2 . Similarly, (E[γ, P KBGN , G]) is g γ hr2 = g γ+µq2 . Note that
µ is a random integer less than n and q2 is a large prime number where the
order n of the given group G is q1 q2 . By computing modular exponentiation
SKBGN = q1 , V SKBGN = g −RRSU +β . As a result, the driver B can identify
whether the driver A has authenticated with the nearby RSU. This idea will be
used to support V2V authentication.

3.2

Vehicle registration

In vehicle registration phase, each vehicle register its credential with the CA.
Only if the driver of the vehicle belongs to one of the service subscribers, indicating that the driver has valid certificate issued by the CA and proper access
permission on the service, the CA authorizes the received credential. In order to
verify proper access control on the service, we employ Verification of the Service
Subscribers (VSS), which is proposed by Kim et al.. If the driver has his/her
identifier and valid access permission, E[i + r, P KBGN , G], VSS returns the index of the driver among the legitimate service subscribers. To illustrate VSS,
let assume that f (x) is the polynomial representation of the given legitimate
service subscribers. The evaluation result of f (IDV ) will be −r if IDV is an
identifier of the legitimate service subscribers. Using f (IDV ) and i + r, the CA
can verify that the driver is one of the legitimate service subscribers without
identifying the driver.
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The driver A of the vehicle computes initial credential C 0 using his/her vehicle registration number IDV , access frequency n, random number R0 . This
credential will be used to prove whether the driver A has valid IDV , Certificate and SKv . Without knowing SKv and IDv , the malicious driver cannot
generate the above credential. For VSS, the driver A generate M T = E[i +
r, P KBGN , G1 ]||E[(IDV )0 , P KBGN , G]|| · · · ||E[(IDV )p−1 , P KBGN , G] ||E[(IDV )p , P KBGN , G1 ].
In order to verify whether the driver A is one of the legitimate service subscribers, the CA performs the following steps:
1. Set z = 1.
2. Compute C =

Qp−1

n=1

e(E[an , P KBGN , G] , E[(IDV )v , P KBGN , G]).

3. Compute C 0 = C · E[a0 , P KBGN , G1 ] · E[(IDV )t , P KBGN , G1 ] ·E[i +
r, P KBGN , G1 ]
4. Repeat the following steps until z ≤ p.
(a) If C 0(SKBGN ) = e(g, g)(z·SKBGN ) , return z.
(b) z = z + 1
5. Return 0.
Using f (x) = at ·xt +at−1 ·xt−1 +· · ·+a1 ·x+a0 and the homomorphic propQt−1
erties of the BGN encryption scheme, we can change v=1 e(E[av , P KBGN , G],
E[(wj )v , P KBGN , G]) to C in the above procedure. Assuming that at and a0
are both 1, C 0 in the above step (3) is the same as E[i + r, P KBGN , G1 ] ·
E[f (IDV ), P KBGN , G1 ] = E[(i + r) + f (IDV ), P KBGN , G1 ]. If the driver is
one of the legitimate service subscribers, the above computation E[(i + r) +
f (IDV ), P KBGN , G1 ] = E[i, P KBGN , G1 ]. Therefore, the CA can verify that
the driver has proper access permission without identifying the driver. Only
if the driver has proper access permission, the CA signs on CV . As applying
blind signature technique [16] to CV , the CA cannot identify C 0 . The detailed
procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.
To verify whether the driver A has proper certificate CertV , its corresponding private key SKV , and M T , the CA can request the driver A to send
D[CT ||KS , SKV ]. Because the legitimate driver A, having proper SKV and
performing vehicle registration, only can generate D[CT ||KS , SKV ]. Although
this approach can allow the CA to distinguish the received registration request
with the eavesdropped registration request, this approach requires additional
computation and communication overhead. When the CA receives the frequent
vehicle registration from the same driver A, we recommend this approach.

3.3

V2I Authentication

In V2I authentication phase, the vehicle authenticates itself by sending the
one-time credential, authorized by the CA, to the nearby RSU. We adopt entity
authentication in [14], since the approach supports various security features (i.e.,
mutual authentication, non-linkability, and enhanced level of security) with less
computational overhead and communication cost. Figure 3 depicts this phase.
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V

RSU

CA

1. Compute request where 0 < j ≤ n - 1
request

2. Generate RRSU

RRSU | | request

3. Check RV and j
4. Verify S
5. Compute KV ,CA , KV , RSU and C i
ACK || C i || KV,RSU ||token

6. Store KV , RSU and RRSU
7. Compute res = E { C i || RRSU
′ , KV ,RSU }
res || token

8. Compute KV ,CA and KV , RSU
9. Decrypt and Verify C i

i
i
i
0
0
 

 E SID || j || RV || S || C || H D C , SK CA  , PK CA 
request =  
i −1
i
i
i −1
i −1
C || E { j || RV || j ⊕ RV , KV ,CA}

(

)

if

i =1

otherwise

token=E { j i−1 ⊕ R i −1 || E [ − RRSU + β , PK BGN , G ] || E [γ , PK BGN , G ] , KV ,CA }

Figure 3: V2I Authentication

In the V2I authentication, each entity establishes KV,AS and KV,RSU =
H(KV,CA ||C i ||RRSU ) .

H(C 0 ||P KCA ||R1 ||j 1 ||SID)
if i = 1
KV,CA =
H(C 0 ||C i−1 ||SID)
otherwise
To provide accountability of the authorized credential, we adopt a set of
selected numbers S, which is l-bit array. In the first access request, a vehicle
generates the set randomly. Whenever sending an ith authentication request,
i
the vehicle generates a fresh nonce REntity
and selects one random number j
between 0 to l − 1 until j − th value of S is 0. Since the set is only known
to the vehicle and CA, the adversary without knowing S cannot generate the
authentication request. Therefore, we believe that our protocol can enhance
security level. Note that C i = H(C 0 ||j i ||Ri ). For V2I authentication, the CA
performs the following verification procedure:
1. 1st request: After decrypting the request message, the CA computes
H(D[C 0 , SKCA ]) and compares the result with the received H(D[C 0 , SKCA ]).
Only if the result is same, the CA believes that the entity has an authorized credential and computes C 1 = H(C 0 ||j 1 ||R1 ) and stores SID, S 1 ,
C 0 , and C 1 in the database. Otherwise, the CA discards the request.
2. ith request: The CA finds C 0 , S (i−1) and SID in the database using the
received C (i−1) and decrypts the received message with KV,CA . Next, the
CA verifies that the entity has the same set of selected numbers and j i
is not in the set. Only if the result is correct, the CA stores the received
C i and S i . Otherwise, the CA discards it. If the entity is a legal one
with proper access permission, C i and S i are stored in the database. As a
result, the CA can verify whether the entity has an authorized credential
using the received C (i−1) .
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When the vehicle is a legitimate entity, the CA issues trapdoor E[−RRSU +
β, P KBGN , G] and E[γ, P KBGN , G] to the vehicle. Based on the received
0
acknowledge, the nearby RSU receives sends E{C i ||RRSU
, KV,RSU } and the
proper token, to the vehicle. token consists of E{j i−1 ⊕ Ri−1 ||E[−RRSU +
β, P KBGN , G] ||E[γ, P KBGN , G], KV,CA }. Since E[−RRSU + β, P KBGN , G]
and E[γ, P KBGN , G] are encrypted by the shared key with the vehicle KV,CA ,
only the legitimate vehicle can obtain this information. Note that the CA generates β and γ which have the relation as −RRSU + β = γ. In order to support
non-linkability, the nearby RSU should generates a random RRSU to each vehicle. Therefore, the CA should generate different β so that the same group has
the same γ. This property can allow us to support numerous vehicles in the
same group while reducing the computation and communication cost for VSS.
From this point, we believe that our protocol can satisfy scalability requirement.

3.4

V2V Authentication

In V2V authentication phase, the vehicle m sends its T ICKETm to the nearby
vehicle n. Using E[−RRSU + β, P KBGN , G], the vehicle n verifies whether
the vehicle m has been authenticated with the CA. Figure 4 illustrates this
phase. Through V2I authentication phase, the legitimate vehicle can obtain
E[−RRSU + β, P KBGN , G], which have the relation as −RRSU + β = γ. In
order to share a fresh session key Km,n , the vehicle m selects a random point a
on cyclic group G and sends g a with T ICKETm .
After verifying T ICKETm , the vehicle n generates T ICKETn , selects a
random point b on cyclic group G, computes Km,n , and forwards T ICKETn to
the vehicle m. Although our protocol supports non-linkability, we can prevent
misbehavior of a vehicle having the authorized credential. In order to execute
V2V authentication, each vehicle should prove that it has been authenticated
with the CA using E[−RRSU +β, P KBGN , G], H(Ri−1 ⊕j i−1 ), and C i−1 . However, the adversary cannot generate the different E[−RRSU + β, P KBGN , G]
without knowing the actual value of β or γ. Therefore, the adversary should
reuse his/her E[−RRSU + β, P KBGN , G] to deceive the nearby vehicles.
The above authentication is useful when two-way communication between
the vehicle m and n is required. However, when we want to send the emergency warning message, one-way communication from the vehicle m to n is
better. Because one-way communication requires only one message transmission which reduces the propagation time of the emergency message. Then, the
0
i−1
i−1
i−1
vehicle m sends its T ICKETm
= Cm
||M SG||E{M SG||g a ||Cm
|| H(Rm
⊕
i−1
jm
)||RTm , Km }.
In addition, for stable operation of our proposed, we suggest combining our
proposed scheme and Policing Traffic Management (PTM) [18] algorithm as rate
control algorithm.

4
4.1

Analysis
Performance analysis

In this section, we analyze our protocol in detail. Table 2 shows the computational overhead in each phase. Note that 1/n indicates that one operation is
10

Vm

Vn

1. Compute TICKETm

{

TICKETm = Cmi −1 || E g a || Cmi −1 || H ( Rmi −1 ⊕ jmi −1 ) || RTm , K m

}

RTm = E [ − RRSU + β , PK BGN , G ]
TICKETm

2. Compute K m = H ( Cmi −1 || E [γ , PK BGN , G ])
3. Compare RTm with E [γ , PK BGN , G ]
4. Compute K m,n = H ( g ab )
5. Compute TICKETn and store Cmi −1 , H ( Rmi −1 ⊕ jmi−1 )

{

TICKETn = Cni −1 || E g b || Cni−1 || H ( Rni−1 ⊕ jni−1 ) || RTn , K m,n

}

′ + β ′, PK BGN , G ]
RTn = E [ − RRSU

TICKETn
6. Compute K m,n = H ( g

ab

)

7. Compare RTn with E [γ , PK BGN , G ]
8. Store Cni −1 , H ( Rni −1 ⊕ jni −1 ) , Rn

Figure 4: V2V Authentication

required during n sessions and p is the degree of the polynomial f (x) used to
enforce proper access permission. In our protocol, a vehicle m only requires two
modular exponentiations to share a fresh session key with the nearby vehicle n.
In our approach, vehicle registration phase is important to support anonymous
communication in V2I and efficient verification of the authenticated vehicle.
During vehicle registration, the CA can verify whether the driver has registered
as a legitimate subscriber. Only if the driver is one of the legitimate service
subscribers, the CA issues the authorized credential to the driver. Using the
credential, the driver A can authenticate himself/herself with the nearby RSU.
Although the computation overhead for vehicle registration is additional cost,
vehicle registration can be done in the driver A’s home. Hence, we believe that
this phase does not affect the actual performance of our protocol. Also, through
the verification of the authenticated vehicle, the vehicle m can authenticate
itself to the vehicle n.
To illustrate the efficiency of our protocol, we compare our protocol with the
existing approaches [3, 4] in Table 3 and 4. Through verification of the proposed
algorithms in the existing approaches [3, 4], we can derive the computation
overhead of their algorithms. Also, we refer to the computation overhead of
VSS in V2I authentication as shown in [14]. Although our protocol and the
approach by Yim et al. [4] can support mutual authentication, the protocol
proposed by Lu et al. [3] only provide one-way authentication. Compared to
the previous protocols [3, 4] requiring several pairing operations, our protocol
needs 3 hash operations and 3 secret key operations as online computation, and
1/n hash operations and 1/n public key operation as off-line computation.
In addition, our protocol can support V2V communication using 3 hash
operations, 1 secret key operation and 2 modular exponentiations as online
computation, and 1 secret key operation as off-line computation. During V2V
communication, the vehicle A does not need to communicate with the nearby
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RSUs. However, the previous protocols [3, 4] need heavy computation such as
several public key operations and pairing operations.
From these points, we believe that our protocol has reduced the processing
delay time for vehicle authentication. Through the reduced time, the nearby
RSUs can authenticate more vehicles within the fixed time period. Therefore,
our protocol can support better scalability than the previous protocols [3, 4].
Table 2: Computational overhead in each phase
Registration
V2I Auth.
V2V Auth.
V
CA
V
RSU
CA
Vm
Vn
Public key
(2)†
2
0
2/n
0
0
(1/n)†
Oper.
+1
†
†
Hash
(1/n)
(1/n)
0
0
0
3
3
+3
+3
Oper.
Secret Key
(1)†
(1)†
2
2
3
1
2
+1
+1
Oper.
Pairing
0
p-1
0
0
0
0
0
Oper.
Modular
2
0
0
0
2
2
(2p+3)†
Exp.
Modular
p+2
0
0
0
0
0
(p+2)†
Addition
† : Precomputation
Auth.: Authentication
Oper.: Operation
Exp.: Exponentiation

Table 3: Computational overhead comparison for V2I authentication
Ours
Yim et al.
Lu et al.
V
RSU CA
V RSU CA V RSU CA
Public key
0
2/n
2
2
1
0
0
0
(1/n)†
Oper.
Hash
0
1
0
1
1
2
(1/n)†
(1/n)† 2
Oper.
Secret Key
3
1
2
1
1
0
4
1
1
Oper.
Pairing
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
Oper.
Modular
0
0
0
9
6
1
4
2
3
Exp.
Modular
0
0
0
3
2
0
2
1
0
Addition
† : Precomputation
Oper.: Operation
Exp.: Exponentiation
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Table 4: Computational overhead
Ours
Vm
Vn
Public key
0
0
Oper.
Hash
3
3
Oper.
†
Secret Key (1)
(1)†
Oper.
+1 +1
Pairing
0
0
Oper.
Modular
2
2
Exp.
Modular
0
0
Addition
† : Precomputation
Oper.: Operation

4.2

comparison for V2V authentication
Yim et al. Lu et al.
Vm
Vn
Vm
Vn
3

3

0

0

3

3

3

3

1

1

2

2

0

0

9

9

12

12

24

24

4

4

3

3

Exp.: Exponentiation

Security analysis

Our protocol provides the following security-related features.
Mutual authentication: The vehicle authenticates the CA through a public
key of the CA and knowledge of the corresponding private key. Also, the CA
authenticates the end-user using an authorized credential of the vehicle.
Data confidentiality and integrity: All communications are protected by
a shared session key or the receiver’s public key. In this point, our protocol
supports data confidentiality. Although we do not explain explicitly how to
generate a key for integrity check, vehicle, RSU, and CA can derive the key using
the shared information such as a fresh session key (or the receiver’s public key)
and exchanged nonce. By applying HMAC with the derived key, our protocol
can support data integrity.
Non-linkability: Non-linkability means that, for insiders (i.e., RSU and nearby
vehicle) and outsiders, 1) neither of them can ascribe any session to a particular
driver, and 2) neither of them can link two different sessions to the same driver
[17]. More precisely, non-linkability needs to prevent insiders and outsiders
from obtaining an driver’s private information. Our protocol can achieve nonlinkability with respect to both insiders and outsiders. First, the information
to distinguish each driver is never transmitted in a plaintext form. As a result,
outsiders cannot associate a session with a particular driver and ascribe two
sessions to the same driver. Second, outsiders and insiders cannot find any
relationship between the exposed credentials due to the one-way hash function.
Finally, all communications are protected by a fresh session key.
Scalability: Since our protocol reduces the computational overhead compared
to the previous approaches [3, 4], our protocol allows one RSU to authenticate
the more vehicles within the certain time period. Moreover, our protocol does
not require the participation of the nearby RSU in V2V authentication.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a scalable privacy-preserving authentication
protocol for secure vehicular communications. Compared to the previous approaches [3, 4], our protocol excludes the participation of the nearby RSU so
that the nearby vehicle from a vehicle A require less the time delay authenticating the vehicle A. As the nearby vehicles can authenticate the vehicle A
without the help of the nearby RSU, we can save the transmission delay for
sending authentication request of the vehicle A. In addition, our protocol requires less computational cost in V2I authentication and V2V authentication.
From these points, our protocol increases the number of the vehicles which can
be authenticated by one RSU.
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